
 



 



 



 



 



 



 

 

-ing    and  –ed   adjectives 

 

-ing adjectives 

Tell us what sth is like 

-ed adjectives 

Describe how we feel. 
  

1. alarming alarmed 31. shocking schocked 

2. annoying annoyed 32. relaxing relaxed 

3. astonishing astonished 33. amusing amused 

4. boring bored 34. amazing amazed 

5. captivating captivated 35. entertaining entertained 

6. challenging challenged 36. gratifying gratified 

7. charming charmed 37. insulting insulted 

8. comforting comforted 38. relieving  relieved 

9. confusing comfused 39. threatening threatened 

10. convincing convinced 40. touching touched 

11. depressing depressed 41. scaring  scared 

12. dissappointing dissappointed 43. thrilling thrilled 

13. disgusting disgusted   

14. disturbing disturbed   

15. embarrasing embarrased   

16. encouraging encouraged   

17. exciting excited   

18. exhausting exhausted   

19. surprising surprised   

20. tempting tempted   

21. tiring tired   

22. worrying worried   

23. fascinating fascinated   

24. frightening frightened   

25. frustrating frustrated   

26. inspiring inspired   

27. interesting interested   

28. moving moved   

29. overwhelming overwhelmed   

30. fulfilling fulfilled   

 

 

 

 



 

 

Compare the difference: 

 My girlfriend is bored. - (My girlfriend feels bored) 

 My girlfriend is boring. - (My girlfriend is a boring person) 

You can use these adjectives to describe people or situations but be careful that you are using the correct 

adjective. For example, there is a big difference in meaning between: 

 I am confused. - (I don't understand something) 

 I am confusing. - (I will cause you to be confused) 

Note that the sentences below are to highlight the difference between the two types of adjectives. They are NOT 

common to do or say because they sound repetitive. 

 I was shocked by how shocking the accident was last night. 

 They were frightened by the frightening roller-coaster ride!  

 I am annoyed by how annoying that person in front of us is. 

 Sally was confused by the confusing street signs in the city. 

Example sentences of adjectives ending in -ED and -ING 

 This grammar lesson is boring. I am bored reading all about these grammar rules. 

 I am tired right now. My flight was tiring (because it was a twelve-hour flight). 

 Public toilets are usually disgusting. I am disgusted by the smell in some of them. 

 Your speech was very inspiring. I am now inspired to do wonderful things with my life. 

 



 

 

 



 



 



 


